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0. INTRODUCTION
Let G be an infinite metrizable compact Abelian group, equipped with its
normalized Haar measure dx, and C be its dual group (discrete and
countable).
Let U(T) be the subspace of C(T) of the functions such that the Fourier
series is uniformly convergent. In this case, G is the torus T and C is iden-
tified to Z by pW ep, where ep(x)=e2ippx. Let Lkq be the Orlicz space
associated to the function kq(x)=exp(xq)−1, where q > 0.
If L is a Sidon set (see the definition below) then each of the spaces
CL(G), UL(T) and L
k2
L (G) has clearly finite cotype and actually cotype 2.
What about the converse?
G. Pisier showed in 1978 that if CL(G) has cotype 2, then L is a Sidon
set. This was improved by J. Bourgain and V. Milman in 1985 [3]: if
CL(G) has finite cotype, then L is a Sidon set.
In this paper, we shall investigate the cases of UL(T) and L
k
L(G).
This leads to some new characterizations of p-Rider sets (see the defini-
tion below).
Let us now describe the content of the paper. First, in Section 1, we give
a version of Bourgain–Milman’s theorem for the space UL(T): if it has a
finite cotype, then L is a Sidon set. In Section 2, we study the Orlicz spaces
LkL(G) with cotype 2. We show in particular that, when L
k2
L (G) … LkL(G) …
L2L(G), the norms || ||k and || ||2 are equivalent on PL(G), the set of the
trigonometric polynomials with spectrum in L, if and only if LkL(G) has
cotype 2. This implies that Lk2L (G) has cotype 2 if and only if L is a Sidon
set. We also show that, when LkL(G) has cotype 2, the subspace C
as
L (G) is
continuously contained in LkL(G), where C
as(G) is the space of almost
surely continuous functions introduced by G. Pisier. The main result of
Section 3 is a characterization of p-Rider sets (see Definition 0.5). We show
that, for p [ 4/3, L is a p-Rider set if and only if the Lkr-norm is
dominated on PL(G) by the norm of Cas(G), where r=(2−p)/(p−1). In
Section 4, we use Bourgain’s L(p)-theorem to construct, for every p > 2,
sets that are L(q) for all q < p, but which are not Las(p) (see Definition
2.9), and so a fortiori not L(p).
Let us now recall some classical definitions and notations.
M(G) will denote the space of complex regular Borel measures over G,
equipped with the norm of total variation. If m ¥M(G), its Fourier
transform at the point c ¥ C is defined by mˆ(c)=>G c(−x) dm(x).
U(T) is the subspace of C(T) whose functions have uniformly
convergent Fourier series and is equipped with the norm ||f||U=
supn \ 1 ||Sn(f)||., where Sn(f) is the nth partial Fourier sum of f, i.e.,
;|k| [ n fˆ(k) ek.
For B …M(G) and L … C, set
BL={f ¥ B | -c ¨ L, fˆ(c)=0}.
BL is the set of elements of B whose spectrum is contained in L.
Ec will denote the complement (in C) of E … C.
Definition 0.1. A bounded operator T from a Banach space X to a
Banach space Y is p-summing if there is a constant C > 0 such that, for any
finite family of vectors (xn) in X,
1C
n
||T(xn)||p2 1p [ C sup
q ¥Xg
||q||=1
1C
n
|q(xn)|p2 1p .
We denote pp(T) the smallest constant C satisfying the previous property.
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Definition 0.2. A bounded operator T from a Banach space X to a
Banach space Y is c-summing if there is a constant C > 0 such that, for any
finite family of vectors (xn) in X,
E >C
n
gnT(xn)> [ C sup
q ¥Xg
||q||=1
1C
n
|q(xn)|22 12 .
We denote pc(T) the smallest constant C satisfying the previous property.
We obtain an equivalent notion (as-summing operator) if we replace the
family of (normalized) gaussian independent variables (gn)n by a family of
Bernoulli independent variables.
We refer to [4] for more informations about those notions.
Definition 0.3. A subset L of C is a Sidon set if there is C > 0 such
that
-f ¥PL(G), C
c ¥ L
|fˆ(c)| [ C ||f||..
The smallest constant in the preceding definition is called the Sidon
constant of L and is denoted by S(L).
Definition 0.4. If X is a subspace of M(G) containing C, we shall
denote by Xas the completion of trigonometric polynomials for the norm
QfRX=E > C
c ¥ C
rcfˆ(c) c>
X
,
where f ¥P and (rc)c ¥ C is family of Bernoulli independent variables with
values in {±1}.
If X=C(G), this is nothing but the space Cas(G), which is studied in [7]
and [9]. In this case, the previous norm is simply denoted by Q .R.
If X=Lk, the previous norm will be simply denoted by Q .Rk.
It is well known that if X has finite cotype then the previous norm Q .RX is
equivalently defined replacing the Bernoulli variables by standard Gaussian
variables. It was proved by G. Pisier [9] that Cas(G) is also equivalently
defined using standard Gaussian variables.
Definition 0.5. Let p ¥ [1, 2[. A subset L of C is p-Rider if there
exists a constant C such that
-f ¥PL(G), ||fˆ||p [ CQfR.
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This notion was introduced by the fourth author under the terminology
‘‘p-Sidon ps.’’ The main reference on this subject is [14]. This (new) ter-
minology is motivated by the fact that Rider [13] proved that 1-Rider sets
and Sidon sets are the same.
We introduce the following notion:
Definition 0.6. Let k be an Orlicz function. A subset E of C is said to
be a L(k) set if || . ||k and || . ||2 are equivalent on PE(G). In this case, the
L(k) constant is the operator norm of Id: L2E Q L
k
E.
When k(x)=xp with p > 2, this is nothing but the classical notion of
L(p) set.
We give here the following easy result:
Theorem 0.7. Fix p > 2 and an Orlicz function k such that Lk(G) …
L2(G). Let E … C be a L(k)-set, with a L(k) constant equal to K. Suppose
that cp(k)=supx > 0 (x+1) k(x)−
1
p is finite.
Then E is a L(p) set with a constant less than Kcp(k).
Examples. For 1 [ s [ 2, cp(ks) has the order of growth p
1
s. For
k(x)=xs, cp(k) is finite if and only if p [ s.
Proof. Fix h ¥PE. The hypothesis gives K ||h||2 \ ||h||k. By definition, for
all x > 0, we have k(x) \ [ xcp(k)]
p, so that, for any p > 2
1=F
G
k 5|h(t)|
||h||k
6 dt \ F
G
5 |h(t)|
cp(k) ||h||k
6p dt=5 ||h||p
cp(k) ||h||k
6p.
Hence, ||h||p [ cp(k) ||h||k [Kcp(k) ||h||2. L
One can notice too that if k has a Taylor expansion at zero with positive
coefficients, then lp(k) [K.[
p!
k
(p)(0)
]
1
p. Indeed, for all p \ 2,
1 \ F
G
k 5 |h(t)|
K ||h||2
6 dt=F
G
C
p \ 0
k (p)(0)
p!
5 |h(t)|
K ||h||2
6p dt \ k (p)(0)
p!
5 ||h||p
K ||h||2
6p.
1. THE SPACE UL(T)
In order to prove the main result of this section, we introduce the
following notation: if A is a (nonempty) finite subset of L, we denote by
s(A) the constant
s(A)=inf{C | ||fˆ||1 [ C ||f||U, -f ¥PA}.
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It is interesting to note that s(A) is related to the Sidon constant S(A) by
Lemma 1.1. s(A) [ S(A) [Ks(A)3, where K is an absolute constant.
Proof. The left inequality is obvious. Writing A={l1, ..., lm} where
l1 < · · · < lm, we consider the trigonometric polynomials f=;mj=1 ajelj
and fw=;mj=1 ej(w) ajelj , where (ej) is a sequence of independent
Bernoulli random variables.
By definition, we have ;mj=1 |aj|[ s(A) ||fw||U=s(A) sup1[ n[ lm ||Sn(fw)||..
Integrating with respect to w, we obtain, via the classical Levy inequality
(see [5]),
C
m
j=1
|aj | [ 2s(A) E ||fw ||..
Using a result of Rider [13], we now have S(A) [ C(2s(A))3, where C is
an absolute constant. This proves the lemma. L
In fact, only the left inequality of the preceding lemma will be used.
Theorem 1.2. Let L … Z. The space UL(T) has finite cotype if and only
if L is a Sidon set.
Proof. If L is a Sidon set, we have UL(T)=CL(T), which is isomorphic
to a1 and has cotype 2.
Suppose now that UL(T) has finite cotype. It clearly suffices to consider
the case when L …N. Let A be a (nonempty) finite subset of L, say A=
{l1, ..., lm}, where ln < ln+1 for every n.
We equip the torus T with the pseudometric dA(s, t)=supf ¥ CA(T)
||f||. [ 1
|f(s)−f(t)|, where s, t ¥ T. We denote by NA(e), where e > 0, the minimal
number of closed dA-balls, with radius e, needed to cover T. Let t1, ..., tN a
1
2-net associated to dA (that is e=
1
2 and N=N(
1
2)).
Claim. f ¥ CA(T)S ||f||U [ 2 sup1 [ n [ m
1 [ j [N
|Sln (f)(tj)|.
To see this, we first notice that for every g ¥ CA(T), ||g||. [
2 sup1 [ j [N |g(tj)|: indeed, for any t ¥ T, let us choose j such that dA(t, tj)
[ 12 (this is possible by definition of the tk). For any g ¥ CA(T) with ||g||.=1,
we have by definition, |g(t)−g(tj)| [ dA(t, tj) [ 12 , so 1=||g||.=supt ¥ T |g(t)|
[ sup1 [ j [N |g(tj)|+12 and ||g||.=1 [ 2 sup1 [ j [N |g(tj)|.
Secondly, for any f ¥ CA(T), and all 1 [ n [ lm, Sn(f) ¥ CA(T). On the
other hand, we notice that Sk(f)=Sln (f) for any k ¥ [ln, ln+1[, when f
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has its spectrum contained in L. The first remark applies to each Sn(f) and
gives
||f||U= sup
1 [ n [ lm
||Sn(f)||.= sup
1 [ n [ m
||Sln (f)||. [ 2 sup
1 [ n [ m
1 [ j [N
|Sln (f)(tj)|.
This proves the claim.
Now, the end of the proof follows the pattern of J. Bourgain and
V. Milman for CL. We set nA=inf{m \ 1 | UA(T) is 2-isomorphic to a sub-
space of a.m}. Using the mapping fW (Sln (f)(tj))1 [ n [ m
1 [ j [N
, the claim asserts
that the following inequality holds:
nA [ |A| .NA(12). (1)
Moreover, a result due to Maurey [8] gives, for any q \ 2,
log(nA) \ dq[Cq(UA(T))]−q sup
F … UA(T)
dim(F)
(log(1+dF))q
,
where dF denotes the Banach–Mazur distance between F and a2dim(F), Cq(X)
denotes the cotype constant of the space X and dq is a constant depending
only on q. Then, taking for q the cotype of UL(T), we have Cq(UA(T)) [
Cq(UL(T)) hence we obtain the inequality
log(nA) \ d sup
F … UA(T)
dim F
(log(1+dF))q
, (2)
where d does not depend on A.
By the Dvoretzky theorem applied to a1, there exists a subspace G of a1|A|
such that dG [ 2 and dim(G) \ a |A| (a > 0 is a numerical constant).
We notice that, by definition, the Banach–Mazur distance between
UA(T) and a1|A| is less than s(A). So, there exists a subspace F of UA(T)
(isomorphic to G with a Banach–Mazur distance less than s(A)) such that
dim(F)=dim(G) \ a |A| and dF [ s(A) dG [ 2s(A).
The lemma and the relation (2) lead to the inequality
log(nA) \
da |A|
[log(1+2S(A))]q
.
Hence, changing d (this is still a constant) and using (1), this gives
logNA 1122 \ d |A|[log(1+S(A))]q− log(|A|).
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As S(A) [ |A|, there exists c > 0 such that logNA(12) \
c |A|
[log(1+S(A))]q , for any
finite A … L.
Let us fix L0 a finite subset of L and set S=S(L0). We have for all
subset A of L0
logNA 1122 \ c[log(1+S)]q |A|.
Using [3, Prop. 1], this implies that S is dominated by a polynomial
function Q of [log(1+S)]
q
c , i.e., S [ Q(c
−1[log(1+S)]q). We conclude that
S=S(L0) is uniformly bounded by a constant (depending only on q and c)
for the finite subsets L0 of L, and so L is a Sidon set. L
2. THE SPACE LkL(G)
In this section, most often, the function k denotes any Orlicz function
such that Lk2(G) … Lk(G) … L2(G). Let us recall that in general, the Orlicz
space Lk(G) does not have finite cotype (see [4]). In particular, this is the
case for all Lkq(G), where q > 0.
We shall concentrate our attention on the case of Orlicz spaces with
cotype 2. For those spaces, we have the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Let L … C. Let k be an Orlicz function such that LkL(G)
has cotype 2.
Then, there is a constant K > 0 such that KQfRk \ ||f||k, for any
f ¥PL(G). Equivalently, one has the continuous inclusion Lk, asL (G) … LkL(G).
Remark 2.2. We point out that this theorem can be stated in a more
general framework: the same result holds (with the same proof) for any
translation invariant space instead of Lk.
Proof. Fix f ¥PL(G) with QfRk=1. By Theorem 12.27 [4] and the
Khintchin–Kahane inequality, there exists a constant k depending only on
the cotype 2 constant of LkL(G) such that
k=kQfRk \ 1E > C
c ¥ C
gcfˆ(c) c>2
k
2 12,
where (gc)c ¥ C is family of standard independent Gaussian variables.
The operator Tf of convolution by f from L2(G) to L
k
L(G) is bounded.
Moreover, from [4, Theorem 12.15] (since C is an orthonormal basis of
L2(G)), we have pc(Tf)=(E ||;c ¥ C gcfˆ(c) c||2k)
1
2, so that Tf is c-summing
with norm less than k.
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As LkL(G) has cotype 2 by hypothesis, Tf is actually 2-summing with
norm less than a constant, say K. Notice that, as L2(G) has cotype 2, Tf is
actually 1-summing (but we shall not use this improvement).
We then apply the Pietsch domination theorem: there exists a probability
measure p on the unit ball of L2(G) with its weak topology, which we shall
denote by B2, such that, for any h ¥ L2(G)
K F
B2
|h f z(0)|2 dp(z) \ ||h f f||2k
(we used the convolution for the description of the duality in L2(G)).
We write the preceding inequality with the translate hx of h by x, where
x ¥ G and h ¥ L2(G). Then integrating over G and using Fubini’s Theorem,
we obtain the inequality (note that ||h f f||k=||hx f f||k for any x ¥ G)
K F
B2
||h f z||22 dp(z) \ ||h f f||2k .
Finally, testing the preceding inequality on h=FN (any polynomial
approximation of identity; for instance the Fejer kernel of order N), we
have
K \K F
B2
||z||22 dp(z) \K F
B2
||FN f z||22 dp(z) \ ||FN f f||2k .
Letting N tend to infinity, we deduce K \ ||f||2k and by homegeneity, this
gives the result. L
We shall now give two applications of this result, when we make
additional assumption on k (Theorems 2.3 and 2.6).
Theorem 2.3. Let L … C. Let k be an Orlicz function such that
Lk2L (G) … LkL(G) and that the space LkL(G) has cotype 2.
Then the space L2L(G) is continuously contained in L
k(G).
In particular, when Lk2L (G) … LkL(G) … L2(G), the space LkL(G) has cotype
2 if and only if L is a L(k) set.
Proof. If we suppose that the norms || . ||k and || . ||2 are equivalent on
PL(G), L
k
L(G) is isomorphic to L
2 and then has cotype 2.
The interesting part of the theorem is the other way. We can give
actually two proofs.
First, this can be viewed as an application of the preceding theorem and
the fact noticed in [9] that Lk2, as(G)=L2(G). Hence, we have the con-
tinuous inclusion of L2L(G) in L
k, as
L (G) and the continuous inclusion of
Lk, asL (G) in L
k(G).
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Another way is to use the next proposition: the canonical inclusion from
C(G) to Lk2(G) is c-summing (or almost surely summing). By restriction,
the canonical inclusion j from CL(G) to L
k2
L (G) is c-summing too. By
hypothesis, the canonical inclusion i from Lk2L (G) to L
k
L(G) is bounded;
hence the canonical inclusion i p j from CL(G) to LkL(G) is c-summing. As
LkL(G) has cotype 2, i p j is 2-summing.
We then conclude as in the proof of Theorem 2.1: we use the Pietsch
domination theorem and the translation invariance of i p j to conclude that
for all f ¥ CL(G), ||f||k [K0 ||f||2, where the constant K0 depends only on
the constant K appearing in the preceding proposition and the cotype con-
stant of LkL(G). The other inequality K1 ||f||k \ ||f||2, for all f ¥ CL(G),
simply follows from the hypothesis of continuous inclusion of Lk(G) in
L2(G). L
In the previous second proof, we used the following proposition, which
has its own interest and is an easy generalization (but we did not find any
reference about it) of an inequality already observed by G. Pisier (see [9]).
Proposition 2.4. The canonical inclusion from C(G) into Lk2(G) is
c-summing.
Proof. Let us fix h1..., hn ¥ C(G), for arbitrary n \ 1.
Set fw=;nj=1 gj(w) hj; S(t)=(;nj=1 |hj(t)|2)
1
2; s=supt ¥ G S(t) and
N(w)=||fw ||k2 .
By definition of the Gaussian law, there exists a constant K > 0 such that
-t ¥ G, Ek2 1 |fw(t)|KS(t) 2 [ 1.
Integrating this inequality over t ¥ G and permuting, we obtain
F
W
J(w) dw [ 1 where J(w)=F
G
k2 1 |fw(t)|KS(t) 2 dt. (3)
We shall now show that
N(w) [Ks(1+J(w)) for all w ¥ W. (4)
Suppose that N(w) > Ks. Then, for all t ¥ G, we have
k2 1 |fw(t)|KS(t) 2=k2 1N(w)KS(t) · |fw(t)|N(w) 2 \ N(w)KS(t) k2 1 |fw(t)|N(w) 2
(we used that k2(lx) \ lk2(x) for l \ 1, due to the fact that k2 is convex
and vanishes at zero).
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So k2(
|fw(t)|
KS(t)) \
N(w)
Ks k2(
|fw(t)|
N(w) ). Integrating over G gives
J(w) \
N(w)
Ks
F
G
k2 1 |fw(t)|N(w) 2 dt=N(w)Ks by definition of N(w),
so that N(w) [KsJ(w), proving (4).
Now, integrate (4) and use (3) to get that EN [Ks(1+EJ) [ 2Ks,
which was the claim. L
Corollary 2.5. Let L … C. The space Lk2L (G) has cotype 2 if and only
if L is a Sidon set.
Proof. By the preceding result, Lk2L (G) has cotype 2 if and only if || . ||2
and || . ||k2 are equivalent on PL(G), but this is equivalent to the fact that L
is a Sidon set by a theorem of G. Pisier [9, Theorem 6.3]. L
Problem. If the space Lk2L (G) has finite cotype, do we have that L is a
Sidon set?
Here is another result close to Theorem 2.3, in which no extra assump-
tion on Lk2L (G) is needed.
Theorem 2.6. Let L … C. Let k be an Orlicz function such that LkL(G)
has cotype 2.
Then there is a constant K > 0 such that KQfR \ ||f||k, for any f ¥PL(G).
Equivalently, one has the continuous inclusion CasL (G) … LkL(G).
Proof. This is a corollary of Theorem 2.1. We only use the fact that the
norm || . ||k is dominated by the sup-norm. L
Remark 2.7. What about the converse? The answer is no in general:
take for L the product of two infinite Sidon sets: this is a 43-Rider set in C
2
and actually 43 cannot be improved (see, e.g., 3.1, p. 97 [14]). Then the
conclusion of the preceding theorem holds with k=k2 (see the following
section) and, by Corollary 2.5., the fact that Lk2L (G
2) has cotype 2 implies
that L is a Sidon set, which is not true.
On the other hand, one can notice that the hypothesis of Theorem 2.6 is
actually empty when k=kq with q > 2 and L is infinite. Indeed, any infi-
nite set L contains an infinite Sidon subset S and Prop. 2.2 of [10] implies
that LkqS is isomorphic to the sequence Lorentz space aqŒ,. (where qŒ is the
conjugate exponent of q), which does not have finite cotype:
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Indeed, take xn=2−
n
qŒ;2n+1j=2n+1 uj, where (uj) is the canonical ‘‘basis’’ of
aqŒ,., then for arbitrary N and c \ 2,
E > CN
n=1
enxn >= sup
1 [ n [N
2
n+1
qŒ .2−
n
qŒ=2
1
qŒ, but ||xn ||=1 so 1 CN
n=1
||xn ||c2 1c=N 1c,
where (en)n is a Bernoulli sequence.
It is worth pointing out that the same argument implies that Lk, ps does
not have finite cotype in general: take k=kq where q > 2, then for any S
infinite Sidon set, we have that Lkq, psS is isomorphic to aqŒ,., as LkqS :
Indeed there are constants k1, k2 > 0 such that for every f ¥PS,
k1 ||f||kq \ ||fˆ||qŒ,. \ k1 ||f||kq . So, for every w, f
w=;c ¥ S rc(w) fˆ(c) c veri-
fies that k1 ||fw||kq \ ||fˆ||qŒ,. \ k1 ||f
w||kq because |fˆ|=|fˆ
w|. Integrating, we
obtain k1QfRkq \ ||fˆ||qŒ,. \ k1QfRkq .
The previous results motivate the following definitions:
Definition 2.8. Let L … C, and let k be an Orlicz function. The set L
is said to be Las(k) if there exists a constant K such that ||f||k [KQfR for
every f ¥PL.
We shall more specifically be interested in the cases k=kr and k(x)=
xp=qp(x):
Definition 2.9. Let L … C and p > 2. The set L is said to be Las(p) if it
is Las(qp).
3. SOME NEW CHARACTERIZATIONS OF p-RIDER SETS
This section is devoted to the proof of the following characterization:
Theorem 3.1. Let 1 < p < 2 and r=(2−p)/(p−1).
For L ı C, we have the implication (ii)S (i) in the following assertions:
(i) L is a p-Rider set.
(ii) L is a Las(kr)-set.
When p [ 4/3, we also have (i)S (ii).
Note that p [ 4/3 is equivalent to r \ 2.
The proof of this theorem relies on the following proposition, which
generalizes a result of the fourth author, who proved it for r=2 ([14],
lema 2.4). It should be said that this particular case had implicitly been
proved by G. Pisier (see [10, Théorème 2.3(iv), Théorème 7.1, Lemme 7.2],
and [12, Corollary 2.3]; see also [11, Theorem 2]).
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Proposition 3.2. For any r > 0, there is a constant Cr > 0 such that for
every finite set A … C (with |A| \ 2), there exists a quasi-independent subset
B … A such that
|B| \ Cr 1 |A|
kr(A)
2 r,
where kr(A)=supm \ 2
1
m1/r
||;c ¥ A c||m.
It can be pointed out that, by Stirling formula, kr(A) is equivalent to
||;c ¥ A c||kr , but it is more convenient to work with kr(A) instead of
||;c ¥ A c||kr .
Let us recall that a set B is called quasi-independent if whenever
<c ¥ B chc=1 with h ¥ {−1, 0, 1} and ;c ¥ B |hc | < +., then all the hc’s are
equal to 0.
Before proving this proposition, we first must state the following:
Proposition 3.3. Let or(A)=(
|A|
kr(A)
) r. Then, for r \ s > 0,
(1) or(A) \ os(A).
(2) or(A) [ 9 r.25 |A|.
Proof. (1) It suffices to see that
5 1
|A|
m−
1
r > C
c ¥ A
c>
m
6 r [ 5 1
|A|
m−
1
s > C
c ¥ A
c>
m
6 s
for every m \ 2. However, simplifying by m−1, this follows from the fact
that, setting fA=
1
|A|;c ¥ A c, we have ||fA ||m [ 1 since ||fA ||.=1.
(2) We follow the proof given by G. Pisier in the Rademacher case
[10, Prop. 2.1], but instead of using a Riesz product, we use the following
result of J. Bourgain ([1]; see also [19, III.F.13]):
Lemma 3.4. For every finite set A, there exists a trigonometric polyno-
mial P such that:
(a) Pˆ=1 on A.
(b) ||P||1 [ 3.
(c) |supp Pˆ| [ e25 |A|.
(taking d=3e−3 in the proof of [19, III.F.13]).
Then, writing eA=;c ¥ A c, we have
|A|=OeA, PP [ ||eA ||m ||P||mg
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for every m \ 2, mg being the conjugate exponent of m. Therefore
|A| [ kr(A)× inf
m \ 2
(m1/r ||P||mg).
Now
||P||mg [ ||P||1/m
g
1 ||P||
1/m
. [ 31/m
g
31/me25 |A|/m=3e25 |A|/m;
hence
inf
m \ 2
(m1/r ||P||mg) [ 3e (25 |A|)1/r,
and we get
1 |A|
kr(A)
2 r [ (3e) r .25 |A| [ 9 r .25 |A|. L
Proof of Proposition 3.2. By Proposition 3.3.1, we only must do the
proof when r \ 3.
We will adapt a proof of J. Bourgain [1, Lemma 1], as previously done
in [14, pp. 89–91] for r=2.
We first remark that we may and shall assume that or(A) \ 4.48r, since,
otherwise, it suffices to take as B any subset of A with one nonzero
element, provided that Cr has been chosen [ 1/(4.48r).
Let now zc, c ¥ A, be independent random variables such that
P(zc=1)=d and P(zc=0)=1−d,
where
d=
4
48 r
or(A)
|A|
=
4
|A|
5 |A|
48kr(A)
6 r.
Note that, by Proposition 3.3.2, d [ 100( 316)
r [ 100( 316)
3 < 1 since r \ 3.
We define a as the integer part of 14 d |A|, and we consider, for w ¥ W, the
random trigonometric polynomials:
Fw= C
|A|
n=a+1
C
S ı A
|S|=n
D
c ¥ S
zc(w)[c+c¯].
Since we have
F
G
D
c ¥ S
chc(t) dt=1 or 0,
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according to whether <c ¥ S chc=1, and since each term <c ¥ S [c+c¯] can
be written as
C
hc=±1
D
c ¥ S
chc,
it follows that
N(w)=F
G
Fw(t) dt
is a nonnegative integer: it is the number of relations of length \ a+1
contained in
D(w)={c ¥ A; zc(w)=1},
that is, the number of ways to write <c ¥ S chc=1, with hc ¥ {−1, 0, 1} and
;c ¥ A |hc | \ a+1.
On the other hand, by independence of the random variables, we have
F F
W×G
Fw(t) dt dP(w)= C
|A|
n=a+1
dn 5 C
S ı A
|S|=n
F
G
D
c ¥ S
[c(t)+c(t)] dt6 .
Each term <c ¥ S (c+c¯) with |S|=n appears n! times in the expansion of
[;c ¥ A (c+c¯)]n and the other terms have a positive contribution to the
integral, so that
0 [ F
W
N(w) dP(w)=F F
W×G
Fw(t) dt dP(w)
[ C
|A|
n=a+1
dn
n!
F
G
1 C
c ¥ A
[c(t)+c(t)]2n dt
[ C
|A|
n=a+1
2ndn
n!
> C
c ¥ A
c>n
n
[ C
|A|
n=a+1
2ndn
n!
(n1/rkr(A))n
[ C
|A|
n=a+1
6ndn
nn
(n1/rkr(A))n since n! \ 1n32n
= C
|A|
n=a+1
5 6d
n1/r*
kr(A)6n [ C|A|
n=a+1
5 6d
(a+1)1/r* kr(A)
6n
[ C
|A|
n=a+1
1
2n
[
1
2a
since a+1 \ 14 d |A|= 148r or(A) so that
6dkr(A)
(a+1)1/r*
= 24or(A)
1/r*
48r(a+1)1/r*
[ 12 .
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It follows that
P(N(w) \ 1) [ F
G
N(w) dP(w) [
1
2a
.
Now, we will use the following classical result for the random variables
Xc=zc−d, c ¥ A, and for s=d |A| \ d(1−d) |A|=;c ¥ A E(X2c) and a=
(1/2) d |A|:
Lemma 3.5. Let X1, ..., Xk be independent real random variables with
mean 0, and such that |Xj | [ 1 for all j. Then, for s \ E(X21)+· · ·+E(X2k),
one has, for every a > 0,
P(|X1+·· ·+Xk | \ a) [ 2 exp 1− a22(a+s)2 .
The lemma gives, since
|D(w)|=C
c ¥ A
zc(w),
that
P(|D(w)| [ |A| d/2) [ P(| |D(w)|−d |A| | \ d |A|/2) [ 2 exp (−d |A|/12),
but d |A|=(4/48r) or(A) \ 16, as assumed at the beginning of the proof, so
P(|D(w)| [ |A| d/2) [ 2e−4/3 < 9/16.
Hence, since a+1 \ d |A|/4 \ 4 implies that P( N(w) \ 1) [ 1/8, we
have
|D(w)| \ d |A|/2 and N(w)=0
with a probability \ 1−(9+2)/16=5/16 > 0.
Choosing now such an w, we set D=D(w), and select in D a relation
<c ¥ D chc=1 (where hc ¥ {−1, 0, 1}), such that its length ;c ¥ D |hc | is
maximal (note that, by construction, ;c ¥ D |hc | [ a). Then
B={c ¥ D; hc=0}
is quasi-independent. Indeed, if we have
D
c ¥ B
chŒc=1
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with h −c ¥ {−1, 0, 1}, then
D
c ¥ B
ch
−
c× D
c ¥ D0B
chc=1×1=1
is a relation in D, of length ;c ¥ B |h −c |+;c ¥ D0B |hc |=;c ¥ B |h −c |+;c ¥ D |hc |,
and, by the maximality of ;c ¥ D |hc |, we get h −c=0 for every c ¥ B.
To finish the proof, it remains to remark that this quasi-independent set
B verifies that
|B|=|D|− C
c ¥ D
|hc | \ 12 d |A|− a \ 12 d |A|− 14 d |A|=14 d |A|= 148r or(A). L
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i)S (ii): For p [ 43 , we set a=
2p
3p−2 (we have
a \ 43).
We note that, obviously, a1(L)+ L.(G)=Lk.(G). The fourth named
author proved [14] that aa(L)+ Lk2(G) when L is a p-Rider set. As, p [ 43
and r \ 2, we obtain by interpolation that ap(L)+ Lkr(G).
As L is a p-Rider set, one has the continuous inclusion CasL (G) … ap(L).
This gives the claim.
(ii)S (i): Let e(p)=2p−1. Fix a finite subset A of L. There are two
possibilities: either Q;c ¥ A cR \ |A|
1
p or not.
If we suppose that Q;c ¥ A cR \ |A|
1
p, then the canonical inclusion from
L2A(G) to C
as(G) has norm greater than |A|
1
p−
1
2=|A|
e(p)
2 . So, by [14, Theorem
1.3, p. 109], there exists a quasi-independent set B … A with C1 |B| \ |A| e(p),
where C1 is an absolute constant.
If we suppose that Q;c ¥ A cR [ |A|
1
p, then the assumption on L implies
that kr(A)=||;c ¥ A c||kr [K |A|
1
p. We obtain ( |A|kr(A))
r \K−r |A| e(p). So the
Prop. 3.2 gives the existence of a quasi-independent set B … A with |B|
greater than K−r |A| e(p).
We conclude that, for every finite subset A of L, there exists a quasi-
independent set B … A with C |B| \ |A| e(p), where C is a constant depending
only on L. Hence, the characterizations of p-Rider sets of the fourth author
[14] show that L is a p-Rider set. L
The result of Theorem 3.1 must be compared with Theorem 6.3 of [9]
(‘‘every L(ks) set is a p-Rider set’’). On the other hand, obviously, L(ks)
sets are L(ks)-as sets. There is actually a nontrivial link between L(ks) sets
and L(kr)-as sets:
Theorem 3.6. Let s ¥ ]0, 2] and r= 2s2−s .
Then L(ks) sets are Las(kr) sets.
Note that r > s so that the result is non trivial.
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Proof. Let E be a L(ks) set.
The formal identity is bounded from a1(E) to L. and, by hypothesis,
from a2(E) to Lks. By interpolation, it is also bounded from ap(E) to Lkr,
with p= 4s+2 .
However Theorem 6.3 of [9] asserts that, as E is L(ks), the formal
identity is bounded from CasE (G) to ap(E).
We conclude that CasE (G) is continuously contained in L
kr, i.e., that E is
a Las(kr) set. L
Remark 3.7. Note that this cannot be improved in several respects:
there is no infinite L(ks) set for s > 2. When s run over ]0, 2], the values of
r run over ]0,+.] (with r(0+)=0+ and r(2)=+.). The case s=2 is
nothing but the famous result of Pisier that L(k2) sets are Sidon sets.
To conclude this section, we have the following diagram with s=4p−2
and r=2−pp−1 :
4. Las(p) SETS
In the sequel, we shall be interested in other kinds of Orlicz functions:
qp(x)=xp and we shall simply write Las(p) instead of Las(qp). Note that
the case p [ 2 is not interesting since C is itself a Las(2) set.
We can first notice that, obviously, any L(p) set is a Las(p) set for all p.
We now precise an arithmetical condition for Las(p) subsets of Z that must
be compared with that for L(p) set. We recall that it is known [15] that if
L … Z is a L(p) set with p > 2 then for all N \ 1, we have |L 5 [1, N]|
[ CN
2
p, where C depends only on L.
Proposition 4.1. Let L … Z be a Las(p) set with p > 2; then for all
N \ 1, we have |L 5 [1, N]| [ CN 2p logN, where C depends only on L.
Proof. Write L 5 [1, N]={l1, ..., ln}, where n=|L 5 [1, N]|. We
consider the polynomial f=;nj=1 elj .
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Denoting by DN the Nth Dirichlet kernel, we have n=ff DN(0), so that
n [ ||f||p ||DN ||pŒ [KQfRN
1
p,
where K depends only on L.
However, by the Salem–Zygmund inequality [17], there exists an
absolute constant C0 such that QfR [ C0 `n`log ln. As ln [N, we obtain
n [KC0 `n`logNN
1
p and this gives the result. L
Remark 4.2. It must be noticed that if L … Z is a Las(k2) set then it is a
Las(p) set for all p > 2 with constant bounded by K`p. So the preceding
proof gives the arithmetical condition n [ C0K`p`n`logNN
1
p.
Optimizing with p=logN, we obtain |L 5 [1, N]|=n [K1(logN)2.
This is exactly the optimal arithmetical condition for 43-Rider set (see
Theorem 3.1).
We already noticed that any L(p) set is a Las(p) set but the difference
between the two notions is small as it is shown by the following result.
Theorem 4.3. Fix p > 2. There exist sets that are L(q) for all q < p but
not Las(p), hence not L(p).
Proof. Let us choose the increasing sequence (qj)j converging to p,
defined by
1
qj
−
1
p
=
1
`j
.
We shall now use the proof given by Talagrand [18] of Bourgain’s spec-
tacular result [2] that there exists true L(p) sets; this proof shows the
following: for every j \ 1, there is a subset Ej of [2 j, 2 j+1[, which has a
cardinal of the order 2
2j
qj and a L(qj) constant lqj (Ej)=Cj, where moreover
Cj [ C=C(p), for all j.
We recall [15] that the usual arithmetic condition |E 5 [1, N]| [
(lp(E))2 N
2
p holds for L(p) sets with p > 2. Here, this condition implies
that the L(p) constant of Ej has a growth greater than 2 j (
1
qj
− 1p)=2p`j.
Now, we take E=1j \ 1 Ej.
We first claim that E is not a Las(p) set. Indeed, there is a polynomial fj
with spectrum in Ej such that ||fj ||2=1 and ||fj ||p \ 12 lp(Ej) \
1
2 2
p`j. The
norms on Cas(T) and Lp are not comparable on PE(G):
1
`j
fj is bounded in
Cas(T), due to the fact that, by the Salem–Zygmund inequality [17], we
have
QfjR [ C ||fj ||2 `log(2 j+1)=O(`j),
but we have 1
`j
||fj ||p \ 12`j 2
p`j. This proves the claim.
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We show now that E is L(q) for all q < p. It can be seen that the L(q)
constant of E is on the order of the supremum (over j) of the L(q) constant
of Ej, which is bounded by C. More precisely, for every polynomial g ¥PE,
we can write g as a (finite) sum of gj ¥PEj and the Littlewood–Paley
inequality implies that
||g||2q=>C
j
gj >2
q
[K C
j
||gj ||
2
q [K C
j
(lq(Ej))2 ||gj ||
2
2
[K sup
j
(lq(Ej))2 .C
j
||gj ||
2
2 [K sup
j
(lq(Ej))2 . ||g||
2
2.
Hence lq(E) [`K supj lq(Ej). Now, fix q < p, it suffices to control lq(Ej)
when qj \ q (i.e. for j large enough). But for qj \ q, we have lq(Ej) [
lqj (Ej) [ C. We conclude that the L(q) constant of E is finite, so E is a
L(q) set. L
In the spirit of Prop. 4.1, we give an arithmetical condition for stationary
sets (a set L … C is stationary if CL(G) is continuously contained in
Cas(G)), which was already obtained by the first author by different
methods [6].
Proposition 4.4. Let L … Z be a stationary set; then there exists d < 1
such that for all N \ 1, we have |L 5 [1, N]| [ (2N)d.
Proof. There exists S such that for all f ¥PL, QfR [ S ||f||.. Write
L 5 [1, N]={l1, ..., ln}, where n=|L 5 [1, N]|.
By a result of Spencer [16], there exist choices of signs e1, ..., en such
that the polynomial f=;nj=1 ejelj has a sup-norm
||f||. [ c`n=log 2Nn ,
where c is an absolute constant.
Using an inequality of Marcus and Pisier [7, Corollary 1.10, p. 117] (see
also lemma [6]), we have QfR \ k`n log n, where k > 0 is an absolute
constant.
We then obtain, `n log n [K`n`log 2Nn , where K=ck−1S. We
conclude that n [ (2N)d with d= K
2
K2+1
. L
Remark 4.5. The preceding result gives as a corollary that the set of
primes is not a stationary set, a result that has been first obtained in [6].
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